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Let M,, be a system of coefficients for Gl, R, R is any ring. We shall give sufficient conditions 
for M,,, under which the groups H;(lim(Gl, R); lim(M,)) vanish. In the case of stable systems of 
coefficients it means that H;(Gl, R;M,)=O provided i@n. As corollaries we obtain vanishing 
theorems for homology of Gl, R with coefficients in R”, (RR)@’ and other systems. We also 
apply our theorems to the homology of some special types of matrix groups. 
Introduction 
In the following note we will give a description of systems of coefficients for 
Gl, R in the sense of Dwyer [2] or van der Kallen [3] for which the ith homology 
group of Gl, R is trivial provided n% i, R is any ring with unit. The main tool, 
which we will use here, is homological stabilization theorem (see [I] and [3] for the 
most general results in this direction) and some observations from [4]. 
The paper is organized as follows: the first section is devoted to defining the 
diagonal map for twisted systems of coefficients. In Section 2 we formulate and 
prove the most general theorem which is not very useful for applications but illus- 
trates well the main idea of the paper. Section 3 deals in detail with the case R = Z, 
which is crucial for the rest of the paper. Section 4 contains the case when R is an 
arbitrary ring with 1 and systems of coefficients for Cl, R are stable. In Section 5 
we consider the general case without the stability assumption. Section 6 is devoted 
to some corollaries and final remarks. 
1. Systems of coefficients 
Let R be any ring with unit, M,, a Gl, R-module for any positive n and F,, : M, + 
M n + 1 a Gl, R-homomorphism of modules where we consider M,,+ I as Gl, R-module 
under i, - the so-called ‘upper’ inclusion of Gl, R into Gl,, , R: 
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(see [2] or [3] for a more detailed description of a coefficient system for Gl, R). 
Moreover assume that the following condition is satisfied: 
(a) For any n and k the image of Fn+k_l~...~Fn IM,+M,,+~ is pointwise fixed 
under the action of the group 
Let d be any positive number. Let c, E Gl, R be the cyclic permutation matrix 
with c,(ei) = e;, 1 for i < n and c,(e,) = el, where el, . . . , e, is the standard basis for 
R”. We will use the following notation: if XE Gl, R, then the image of X in 
Gl n+k R under the upper inclusion of Gl, R into Gl,,, R will be denoted also by X, 
for any positive number k. For any 1 ~j<d, define the abelian group homo- 
morphism Hj : M,, + Mnd by 
Hj = Fnd-1 o...oF,joCnjOF,j_Io...oC,+2OF”+1oCn+,OF, 
= C,jo...oC,+,OFnd~lO...OFn 
1.1. Remark. The homomorphism Hj is a Gl, R-homomorphism if the Gl, R struc- 
ture on Mnd is given by the jth diagonal inclusion diagj : Gl, R + Gl,, R defined as 
follows: 
Gl, R3X+ 
1.2. Lemma. The image of Hj is pointwise fixed under the action of the group 
Fj = 
1 N- 1) 
c Gl,,, R. 
0 
Gl, R 
. *. Gl,R 
Proof. If j = 1, then the conclusion is obvious by condition (a). Let j> 1. It is easy 
to see that 
0 1 
A = Cnj o’“Oc,+,= 1 :. 
1, 0 * 
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Then Fj =AF, A-’ and Hj =AH, if we view A as an element of GL,, R. Hence it 
follows immediately from the case j= 1 that 
FjHj(M,)=AF,H,(M,)=AH,(M,)=Hj(M,). q 
Let now Hi: IV,,@ ... @Mn = (M,)d+ Mnd be defined by the following formula: 
Hi(m,, . . . , m,) = Hi(mj). Consider (M,)d as (Cl, R)“-module under the action 
(g ,, . . . . &I)(m,, ... 9 md)=(gl ml9 . . . , gdmd). Then we have the following remark: 
1.3. Remark. For any j, Hi is a (Cl, R)d-homomorphism where (Gl, R)d acts on 
Mnd under the inclusion 
(Gl,R)%(g,, . . . . &,-* . 
Define now a pair of maps, Diag : Gl, +Gl,, R - the obvious diagonal inclusion 
1.4. Lemma. If condition (a) is satisfied, then diag’ is a homomorphism of 
(Gl, R)d-modules, where Mnd is a (Gl,, R)d-module under the action of (Gl, R)d 
described in Remark 1.3. 
Proof. Follows directly from Remark 1 .l and Lemma 1.2. 0 
Let diag : M,+Mnd be a Gl, R-homomorphism, where Gl, R acts on Mnd 
through Diag(G1, R) and diag = diag ’ 0 diag “, where diag” : M,, + M, @ ... @M,, , 
diag”(m)=(m,..., m). Obviously, diag” is a Gl, R-homomorphism under the 
diagonal action. Assume now that H,(Gl, R;M,) =0 for i< k and denote stab = 
(Fnd_ , 0 F,), : H,(Gl, R; M,,) +H,(Glnd R; Mnd), where (F,,), denotes the map in- 
duced by F,, : M, + M,+ , and i, : G1,n R + Gl, + , R. Then we have: 
1.5. Lemma. If Hj(G1, R; M,) = 0 for i < k, then the pair of maps (Diag, diag) in- 
duces d. stab : Hk(G1, R; M,) * Hk(Glnd R; Mnd), where d. denotes multiplication 
by d. 
Proof. We have the following sequence of maps: 
d-times 
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The map f is an isomorphism by the Kunneth formula and the assumption on k. 
It is easy to see that the dotted arrow is the diagonal embedding - you only have 
to look at the different projections (Cl, R)“+Gl, R and (M,,)d+Mn. So we only 
have to check that diag60fP’(x, . . . . x) = de stab(x). But the following diagram 
(projj means projections on the jth factor): 
is commutative as a diagram of (Gl, R)d-modules, where (Gl, R)d acts on M, by 
the projection on the jth factor. 
Thus we have the following commutative triangle: 
diagi 
ff,((GL Wd; W,Jd) - ff#%,d R;M,d) 
I /” 
“1 A, (diag,,H,)* 
H,(Gl, R;M,)@ ... @H,(Gl, R;M,) 
d-times 
(diagj was defined in Remark 1.1) and the only thing which is now left to prove, 
is to show that for any XE H,(Gl, R;Mn), (diagj, Hj)*(x) = (diag,, H,)(x) = stab(x). 
The second equality is obvious by the definition of (diag,,H,). The first equality 
holds because we have the following commutative triangle of groups and modules: 
(diagl,H~) 
Gl, R M,J - (Gl,d R Mn,) 
\ I Wag,, H,) (C,I,A) 
(G&xi R Mid 
where C, denotes the conjugation by A, A is the matrix from Lemma 1.2 and the 
vertical map induces identity on homology. So the proof is complete. 0 
2. General theorem 
Assume now that our coefficients system Mn for Gl, R satisfies the following 
condition: 
(*) For every n there exist relatively prime positive numbers k, and k2 and 
subgroups H,, H2 of Gl,, R and Gl,, R respectively such that H,(H,;M,,,) =0 for 
i = 1,2, where the action of H, on Mnk, will be described in the next theorem. 
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2.1. Theorem. If M,, is a stable system of coefficients for Cd, R in the sense of [2] 
or [3] satisfying (a) and (*), then H;(Gl, R;M,,) =0 for idn. 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of groups and modules: 
0, R Mn) (Diag’diag) ’ (Cl,,, R, M,,& i-l,2 
(i,diad ,,/$,id) 
Gl, R x ff;, Mnk,) 
where i is the natural embedding of Cl, R into the product Cl, R x Hi, Cl, R x H, 
acts on Mnk, by an embedding j and j is defined as follows: if A E Cl, R and 
BEH;, then j((A, B))=Diag(A)B’ where if B= (b,,,,), Sm,15k,, then 
b,, I I,, b,,, I,, ... 3 b,,,, I, 
B’= i 
bk,, 1 I,, ..’ ,k,,, 1, 
(j((A, B)) is the matrix of the tensor product of A and B). 
By Lemma 1.5 the pair of maps (Diag,diag) induces k;. stab on the first non- 
zero homology group of (Cl, R,M,). Let it be the kth homology group. Assume 
that n is large enough with respect to k such that the group H,(Gl, R;M,) is stable. 
Then kj. stab : H,(Gl, R; M,) -tHk(Glnk, R;M,,,), i = 1,2, is just multiplication by 
k, followed by an isomorphism. On the other hand we have a spectral sequence 
with Eiy= H,(Gl, R;H~(Hi;M~~k,)) converging to H,(Gl, R x Hj;Mnk,) so by (*) 
we can conclude that H,(Gl, R xH,;Mnk,)=O. Thus finally we get that the 
multiplications by kt and k, are 0 on H,(Gl, R;M,,). That implies immediately that 
H,(Gl, R;M,) = 0 by the assumption on k, and kZ. 0 
Theorem 2.1 is not very effective. It is obvious that condition (*) is very difficult 
to verify for an arbitrary system of coefficients for Gl, R. The next two sections 
are devoted to describing the way of finding subgroups of the type Hi from (*) for 
‘good’ systems of coefficients. 
3. Case R=Z 
Let M, be a system of coefficients for Gl, Z! satisfying the following conditions: 
(b) 
Cc) 
(4 
M, is a stable system of coefficients for Gl, Z in the sense of [2] or [3]; 
For every n, the module M, is 
module; 
finitely generated and torsion-free as a Z- 
There is a positive number m such that for every algebraically closed field k and 
every n > 0 there exist monomials (with coefficient 1) fi, . . . , f&,) of degree big- 
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ger than 0 and smaller than m such that the eigenvalues of g E Gl,, Z on M,@k 
are equal to fi (at, . . . , a,), . . . ,&,,(a,, . . . , a,) where al, . . . , a, are the eigenvalues 
of g on Z”@k. 
It is easy to find the examples of such systems of coefficients: Z”, tensor powers 
of Z”, symmetric powers of Z” and many more. The main goal of this section is to 
prove the following theorem: 
3.1. Theorem. Let M,, be a system of coefficients for Cl,, Z satisfying conditions 
(a)-(d). Then H;(Gl, Z;M,,) = 0 provided n is large enough with respect to i. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we will consider the following commutative 
diagrams of groups and modules (d is any positive number): 
(Gl, Z M,,) 
Wag, diag) 
t 
(G1,, n, Mnd) 
(i, die) \ ,,,h, id) 
VT, Z x W, & Mnd) 
where the maps are defined as in Section 1 and Section 2. 
We start with the following lemma: 
3.2. Lemma. Let M,, be as in Theorem 3.1. Then for any algebraically closed field 
k, the system M, @ k is stable. 
Proof. (i) If X(k)=O, then it is obvious. 
(ii) If X(k) =p#O, then for every n consider the exact sequence of Gl, Z- 
modules: 
O-M,* M,,+M,+M@Z/p+O. 
We will obtain the following commutative diagram: 
... - H,(Gl, Z; M,) 
‘P* 
- Hk(G1, Z;M,J - Hk (G1,z Z; M, @Z/p) - . . . 
1 I I . ..-H.(GL,+,CMn+,) 3 Hk(G1 n+~ CM,+,)+H,(Gl,+, ZM,+,O~/P)P 
and by the five isomorphisms lemma we get that M,,@L/p is stable. But H,(Gl, Z; 
M,@k)=H,(Gl,Z;M,@Z/p@k)=H,(Gl,Z;M,@Z/p)@k. This finishes the 
proof. 0 
3.3. Remark. Stability for M,,@k starts from the same (or lower) homology group 
as for M,. 
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3.4. Lemma. Let M, be as in Theorem 3.1. Assume that H,(Gl, Z;M,,) = 0 for 
i< j and Hj(G1, Z; M,) is stable. Then for any algebraically closed field k, 
Hi(Gl,Z;Mn@k)=O for i<j and Hj(Gl,~;M,Ok) is stable. 
Proof. Follows easily from the proof of Lemma 3.2. q 
3.5. Remark. Let M,, be as in Lemma 3.4. Then for any algebraically closed 
field k, the pair of maps (Diag, diag) induces d. stab : Hj(Gl, Z; M, @ k) -+ 
Hj(Gl,,z;Mn,Ok). 
Proof. Follows immediately from the definition of (Diag, diag) and Lemma 1.5. q 
3.6. Lemma. Let G be a group, M a G-module and u an element of G which is cen- 
tral. Assume that (1 - u) : M-+M is an isomorphism. Then H*(G;M) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the group extension 
l-+(u)+G-*G/(u)+l 
where (u) is a cyclic subgroup generated in G by u. Then E&= 
H,(G/(u);H,((u);M)) so it is enough to check that H,((u);M)=O for any qr0. 
But the homology groups of a cyclic group (u) are well known and it is easy to see 
that in our case they are trivial. 0 
3.7. Lemma. Let the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4 for M,, be satisfied. Then for any 
algebraically closed field k, Hi (Gl, U; M,, ok) = 0. 
Proof. Let X(k) =p#O, d be any positive number satisfying (p, d) = 1. Let D 
be an order in a number field of degree d over (IJ constructed by Quillen in 
[4, pp. 213-2141. We have the natural embedding D*~Gl,L~Gl,,Z which 
extends to an inclusion of rings D+End(Ld)+End(Znd) making Zfld into a D- 
module. Let H be the image of D* in C&Z. Let us consider the following com- 
mutative diagram of groups and modules: 
(G,,J,M,@k)- (GL, & MA3 k) 
0, dish ,/6 id) 
(Gl,~xH,M,,,@k) 
Claim. H,(H;M,,d@k) = 0 if only d is big enough. 
Proof of the claim. Let d,: D*-k, be as in [4, p. 2141, where kd is a field with pd 
elements. By [4], this implies that the characters of D* acting on Zfld@k are Qpb, 
01 b<d. It now follows from condition (d) that the characters of H (or D*) acting 
on M,,,@k are monomials of degsm and >O in the Qpb. That is, they are of the 
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form f$‘, r= Ctii rbpb where 0< c rbl m. Consider now the element XE H 
described in [4, pp. 213-2141 (actually x in [4] belongs to D*). Then e(x) generates 
a cyclic subgroup of order pd- l/p- 1 in kd and hence G(x)‘= 1 iff r=O 
mod (pd- l)/(p - 1). This is possible only if cir; rbrd. So if d>m, then x has 
no eigenvalue 1 on Mnd 0 k and by Lemma 3.6 the proof of our claim is completed. 
Let us consider now the H-S spectral sequence with 
,$=HP(Gl, z;H,(H;M,,@k)) b H,+,(Gl, ZXH,bf,&k). 
By our claim we can easily obtain that H,(Gl, Z x H;M,,,@ k) = 0. This means that 
d. stab is the zero map on H,(Gl, Z;M,@k). On the other hand, d. stab is an 
isomorphism because (d,p) = 1 and stab is an isomorphism. This gives us immediate- 
ly that Hj(G1, L;M,Ok)=O. 
Let now k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Take k = Q for ex- 
ample. Let D be the ring of algebraic integers in a totally real extension L of degree 
d over Q, where d is now a prime number. Then, as previously, D* can be embedded 
into Gld Z. Let H be the image of D* in Gl, Z and consider the diagram: 
(Gl,&M@Q)P (Diag’diag) (Gl,,Z,M,,@@ 
(i, diad A, id) 
(Gl, z x H, Mnd@Q) 
Then as previously, in order to prove our lemma it would be enough to show that 
H,(H;M,,@Q) = 0. Again it would be enough to find XE H such that x has no 
eigenvalue 1 on Mnd@Q and then use Lemma 3.6. 
It is easy to observe that if y E H and y # 1, then y has no eigenvalue 1 on Zd@Q 
so y has no eigenvalue 1 on Znd@Q. Let {at, . . . , od} be the set of all Q$- 
embeddings of L into Q. Then by Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem we know that the map 
ln : D*/(roots of l)+ 
L 
(ui, . . . , ud) l rnd 
I 1 
ii* vi=0 
is injective and the image of In is isomorphic to ZdP1, (In(x) is equal to 
(lnjot(x)l, . . . . lnlod(x)l)). Let _YED* have the eigenvalues ai, . . ..Q on Zd@Q; then 
by condition (d), y has the eigenvalues a;’ . . . . . ac;” on M,,d@Q where ri20 for i= 
1 , . . . . d and 0< Cf=, rism. Take XED* such that 
In(x) E im(ln) - . 
If m<d- 1, then we can find such x and obviously x has no eigenvalue 1 on 
Mnd@Q. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.7. 0 
3.8. Lemma. Assume that M,, is as in Theorem 3.1 and that Hi(G1, Z;M,,) = 0 for 
i< j and the group Hj(G1, Z; M,) is stable. Then Hj(G1, Z; M,,) = 0. 
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Proof. By the previous lemma we know that for any algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic p # 0, Hj(G1, Z; M,@k) = 0. This gives us immediately the fact that 
(*) Hj(G1, L;M,O~/p)=O. 
Consider the short exact sequence of Gl, Z-modules 
The group gi(G1, Z;M,) is finitely generated by [5]. By (*) we know that .p: 
Hj(Gl,~;M,)~Hj(Gl,~;M,) is an epimorphism, SO Hj(Gl,Z;M,) is a torsion 
group and has no p-torsion. Because this is true for arbitrary p we conclude that 
Hj(GI, ~;M,)=O. q 
3.9. Remark. Theorem 3.1 is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.8. 
3.10. Remark. It is clear from the proof of Lemma 3.7 that assuming hypotheses 
(a), (c) and (d), but not (b), it is still true that for every algebraically closed field 
k the map (Diag, diag) induces 0 on H,(Gl, Z; M,,@k)-+ H,(Glnd L; Mnd@k) pro- 
vided d is big enough (and d is a prime number if char(k) = 0). 
3.11. Remark. If F: Z-modules--f Z-modules is a functor of finite degree in the sense 
of [2], then conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for the system of coefficients F(Z”) 
for Gl, Z. 
4. General case 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then R can be viewed as a Z-module and 
any Gl, R-module has a natural Gl,Z-module structure. Assume that M,, is a 
system of coefficients for Gl, R which satisfies a and is stable as a Gl, R coefficient 
system (see also Remark 3.11.). Moreover assume that M,= MAOR,, as Gl, Z- 
modules and F, = F,‘@r,, where (M,‘, F,‘) is a system of coefficients for Gl, Z which 
satisfies (a)-(d) (for example take any tensor power) and Gl, Z acts trivially on R, 
in the decomposition M,, EM,‘@ R,. 
Moreover assume that 
(i) for any positive number n, MLd is a stable system of coefficients for Gl, B where 
Gl, Z acts on M$ by the map j’ described in the next theorem. 
For example, if M,’ = F(Z”) where F: Z-modules *Z-modules is a functor of 
finite degree (see [2] for the definition), then (i) is satisfied. 
Then we have the following theorem: 
4.1. Theorem. If M,, is a system of coefficients for Gl, R as described above, then 
Hi(Gl,, R;M,)=O for ien. 
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Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of groups and modules (d is 
any positive number): 
(G1, R, M,) (Diag, diag) 
* KG, R Mnd) 
(i, diad ,,d’, id) 
(Gl, R X Gk, z, M,,d) 
where all the maps are as in the case R = Z and j’ is equal to j composed with the 
natural map Z+ R (j’ does not need to be an embedding). The pair of maps 
(Diag, diag) induces de stab on the first non-zero homology group (Lemma 1.5). Let 
it be the ith homology group. By assumption stab is an isomorphism if n%-i, so in 
order to prove our theorem it would be enough to show that there exist positive 
numbers di , d2 such that (d,, d2) = 1 and Hi (Gl, R x Gldj Z; M&,) = 0 for j = 1,2. 
But there is the H-S spectral sequence with E& = HJGL R;H,(Gb, %&d,)), SO 
we need only to show that H4(Gld, Z; Mnd,) = 0 for qs i. 
If condition (i) is satisfied, then for every positive number n, Mid is a stable 
system of coefficients for Gld Z so by the results of Section 3 we know that 
H,(Gld z;&$d) = 0 for d$= i and q1 i. Now we can use the following lemma: 
4.2. Lemma. There is a spectral sequence converging to H,(Gld z;kf,d) with E&= 
Torjf(R,d,H&% &Mid)). 
By this lemma we know that if H,(Gl, z;M,‘,) =0 for qli, then H,(Gl, zi;Mnd) = 
0 for qs i, so we can easily find the desired dl and d2. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 (compare Section 2; the image of Gl,, R is the subgroup Hj from 
Theorem 2.1). 0 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Let O+ Z+-Po+-Pi + s-1 be a Gl, Z-free resolution of Z, and 
0+&i+ Qo- Q, + ... a Z-free resolution of a right Z-module R,,,. Then consider 
the bicomplex 
The homology groups of the total complex C* associated to that bicomplex are 
equal to Tot-* G’d z(&,d, Mid) = H,(Gl, z; Mnd). On the other hand, we have a spec- 
tral sequence associated to that bicomplex with 
and 
&& = TOr:(R,d, H,(Gl, z;M;d)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2 (see also [6, Chapter 111 for more details 
on this subject). 0 
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5. Nonstable systems of coefficients 
In this section we will not assume that the system M,, is stable. So we will assume 
that M,, is a system of coefficients for Gl, Z (or Gl, R) which satisfies (a), (c) and 
(d). 
Let Gl Z = U, Z with usual upper inclusions i, : Cl, L + Gl, +, Z and M = l&r, M, 
where the limit is taken with respect to F,,. Then for every i, li$ Hi(Gl, Z;M,) = 
H,(GlZ;M). 
5.1. Theorem. Let M,, be a system of coefficients for Gl, Z as above. Moreover 
assume that M is Z-torsion free. Then H*(GlZ;M) =O. 
Proof. We will consider the following commutative diagram of groups and modules 
for every positive number d: 
(Gl, &MA 
(in, F,,) 
’ (G1 ,,+I CM,+,) - .e. (GLZ!, M) 
(diag, diag”) (diag,diag”) 
1 
(ni,, OF,, 1 
((GL n)“, W,Jd) ’ KG + 1 nld, CM,+ 11~) - -(GLLd,Md) 
(diag, diag’) 
I 
(diag, diag’) 
(S 77 
(Gl,d C Mnd) ’ (Gl,n + ~)d z, Yn + 1~) - ..a (GLL, A?‘) 
where the F,,‘s are as in Section 1, and (S,T)=(CsOi(,+,,,~,o...oi,,, 
soF(,+~)d-l 0 ... 0 Fnd) where s is a matrix which makes the following diagram 
commute: 
(Gl, ZJd A (Gl, + 1 Qd 
I 
diag diag 
Gin, 77 
C* 
I 
- Gl,, + l)d iJ 
where C, denotes conjugation by s. 
Example. If d= 2, then 
s= 
z, 0 ... 0 
0 0 ... 0 1 0 
1 0 *-* 0 
0 ... 0 1 0 0 
0 . . . 0 1 
I (n + 1) 
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Obviously s E Cl,, + rjd Z. The fact that the diagram commutes on the level of 
modules follows easily from condition (a). Notice that (5, r) induces the same map 
on homology as 
(~(n+l)d-lO... oind,F(,+l)d-lO”‘o~d). 
Let now GlZ = li$, Glnd L = IJ, GL,d Z where the inclusions are given by the 
homomorphism 5. Let A= l&r, M,,d where the homomorphisms &!,,d+M(,+ r)d are 
given by T. 
Obviously, we have 
H,(Gl z; &?) = 15 H,(Gl,, z; Mnd) = 1% H,(GI,; M,) = H*(Gl z; M) 
n n 
(actually the second equality should be replaced by the canonical isomorphism of 
direct limits which we will consider as equality later on). 
By Remark 3.10 we know that if d is a sufficiently large prime number, then 
(Diag, diag) induces 0 on H,(Gl, Z;M,@k) for every algebraically closed field k. 
We know also that li$r, A4,Ok = (Ii+ M,)@ k = M@k. We will need one more 
lemma (the proof will be given at the end of this section): 
5.2. Lemma. Let us denote lim, (Diag, diag) by f. Then if H,(GlB;M) = 0 for 
i<j, then f*:Hj(GlH;M)+H:(G@;M) is equal to multiplication by d. The 
same is true if we tensor A4 by any algebraically closed field k. 
Let now H;(GlZ’;M) = 0 for i< j. By the previous lemma we know that f* is 
equal to multiplication by d: Thus we get that multiplication by d is 0 on 
Hj(GlZ;MOk) for every algebraically closed field k. Let (d,p) = 1 and X(k) =p. 
Then multiplication by d is a monomorphism on Hj(GlZ;MOk) which easily im- 
plies that Hj(Gl~;M) is p-torsion free (compare the methods used in Sections 3 
and 4). On the other hand, for any p we can find d which is big enough with respect 
to m. Thus we conclude that H,(GlZ;M) is p-torsion free for any p. But then us- 
ing k=Q we get that Hj(GlZ;M)=O. 
5.3. Corollary. Let R be a commutative ring with unit. Let AI,, be a system of coef- 
ficients for G1, R satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 but do not assume that 
any one of A4,,, MA and Mid is stable. Then H*(Gl R; li+m, M,,) = 0 provided lim, AI; 
is torsion free. 0 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let f’ and f M denote 15, (diag, diag’) and l& (diag, diag”) 
respectively. By the assumption on j, Hj((GIZ)d;Md)=Hj(G1~;M)O ... 0 
Hj(GlZ;M) (d-times) and obviously fl: Hj(GIL;M)~Hj((GIZ)d;Md) is the 
diagonal embedding. On the other hand, we know that f*=fiofl. The map fi is 
induced by the maps (diagl, Hi) defined in Section 1, so fi = Ii+ (diag,, H1), + 1.. + 
Ii@, (diag,, Hd)* (see proof of Lemma 1.5). But we know (see Section 1) that 
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(diag,, H,), = (diag,, HZ)* = ... = (diag,, Hd)*, so the only thing which is now left to 
show, is to prove that Ii&r, (diag,,H,), is the identity on Hj(GlZ;M) (remember 
that we consider Hj(Gl~;M) as equal to Hj(Gl~;M)). But this is obvious by the 
simple observation that (diag,, H,), is a map which is the composition of the maps 
defining H,(GlL;M) as Ii+ Hj(G1, Z; M,). 0 
6. Applications 
In [7], Suslin proved that the natural embedding 
is a homology isomorphism provided F is an infinite field. We can get a weaker 
result but for a different class of rings than infinite fields. Similar results were used 
by Vogtmann in [8]. 
6.1. Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring with unit which is finitely generated and 
torsion-free as an abelian group and satisfies van der Kallen ‘s stability theorem from 
[3]. Then the natural embedding 
G1nR-’ 1: Gl:R 1 
induces an isomorphism on the ith homology group provided An. 
Proof. We have the following exact sequence of groups: 
where 
The group G,k is abelian and is isomorphic to Rk” with the additive structure. Con- 
sider the H-S spectral sequence with Ei4= H,(Gl, R; H,(G,k;Z)). From the 
description of the homology groups of a finitely generated abelian group we can 
easily realize that H*(G,k; Z), * > 0, form a system of coefficients for Gl, R which 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 or are 0. q 
6.2. Remark. We can get a similar result as in Theorem 6.1 for the embedding 
Gl,R 0 
0 Gl, R 
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6.3. Remark. It is possible to obtain similar results as in Theorem 6.1 and Remark 
6.2 for other classes of rings, for example rings R which are isomorphic as abelian 
groups to p-tori. 
6.4. Remark. (i) Condition (d) from Section 3 can be weakened. We can consider 
the sequence of numbers {m,>T= 1 instead of a number m (at least for the results of 
Sections 3 and 4). 
(ii) Condition (c) from Section 3 can be weakened. We can omit the condition that 
I’M, is torsion-free, but then we must add some new condition on the torsion part 
of A4,, for example, we can assume that Hi (Gl, Z; (M,),) = 0 for ie II where (M,), 
is the torsion part of M,,. 
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